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A Monotonic-Decreasing Rate Scheduler for
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Abstract—Variable-bit-rate (VBR) encoded videos can provide
a more consistent visual quality than constant-bit-rate (CBR)
encoded videos. However, the long-range bit-rate variations in
VBR videos make it difficult to efficiently provide quality-of-service control in a video-on-demand system. Existing scheduling
algorithms such as Optimal Smoothing, which requires both
downward and upward bandwidth reallocations to adapt to the
video bit-rate variations, simply cannot guarantee video delivery
in networks with mixed video and data traffic. This study tackles
this limitation by investigating a new scheduling algorithm with
monotonic-decreasing rate allocations for scheduling video data
transmissions. By eliminating upward bandwidth reallocations,
the proposed scheduler can guarantee video delivery even in the
presence of other data traffic in the same network. Moreover,
results show that the proposed scheduler can achieve such performance guarantee without tradeoff in performance or resource
requirements. This paper presents this new monotonic-decreasing
rate scheduler, analyzes its fundamental properties, and evaluates
its performance using a large number of real-world VBR video
traces (274 DVD movies) in extensive trace-driven simulations.
Index Terms—Performance guarantee, scheduling, smoothing,
variable-bit-rate (VBR) video.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

UTURE broad-band networks will support a wide variety
of services with very different traffic characteristics.
Among them, multimedia applications such as video-on-demand (VoD) are expected to consume a significant portion
of the bandwidth. Therefore, the efficient transmission of
delay-sensitive variable-bit-rate (VBR) video data [1] is likely
to be one of the key challenges in managing resources in such
networks. Apart from the frame-by-frame bit-rate fluctuations
that are also found in constant-bit-rate (CBR) videos, VBR
videos tend to exhibit long-range bit-rate variations on a time
scale of minutes. Such fluctuations complicate the admission
of video streams and the scheduling of video data transmission
to provide performance guarantee.
To tackle this problem, researchers have studied extensively
various ways to reduce the bit-rate variations of prerecorded
VBR videos [2]–[9]. These include the use of a smoothing buffer
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Fig. 1. Feasible piecewise-smooth transmission schedule for VBR video
delivery.

located at the client [2]–[8] or at intermediate nodes over the network [9], to smooth out the video bit rates. The smoothing can
then be optimized to minimize the number of rate increases [3],
to minimize the number of rate changes [4], or to minimize the
variability of the rates [8], and so on. Interested readers are referred to the excellent study by Feng and Rexford [10] for a detailed survey and comparison of various smoothing algorithms.
After smoothing, the transmission schedule of a VBR video
will be reduced into a series of constant-rate segments (see
Fig. 1). The video server can then reserve bandwidth for these
segments before transmitting them over the network to the
client. As long as the bandwidth reservations are successful,
timely delivery of the video data to the client can be guaranteed.
However, two factors in practice often affect the effectiveness
of this approach.
First, although the bit rate of each smoothed segment is constant, the system still needs to successfully complete the bandwidth reservation process before the next segment can be transmitted. The adjustments needed may contain both downward
adjustments (switching from a higher bit rate to a lower bit rate),
and upward adjustments (switching from a lower bit rate to a
higher bit rate). The former case is straightforward as less network resources will be required, but the latter case is more complicated. In particular, if the network concurrently carries traffic
from other applications (e.g., Web, FTP, or other video streams),
it is conceivable that the upward adjustments could fail when the
additional bandwidth is not available at that moment. Clearly
this will result in either disruption of the video stream or severe
quality degradation such as playback jitter. As the instantaneous
bandwidth consumption in a network with mixed traffics is inherently unpredictable, this problem is unavoidable unless one
dedicates a portion of the network resources to a video stream.
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However, this clearly will result in significant over-engineering
and thus defeat the whole purpose of smoothing in the first place.
Second, a subtler problem with bandwidth adjustment is the
processing delay. Regardless of the resource reservation protocols adopted, a sender (e.g., a video server) that desires to adjust a connection’s bandwidth must first send protocol messages
to one or more network controllers (e.g., routers). The network
controllers may in turn need to contact other controllers along
the path of the connection before the request can be granted or
denied. In any case, this process will take time and the time
it takes will depend on a lot of factors, such as the network
topology, the reservation protocol adopted, the current utilization of the network, the number of resource-reservation requests
being processed, and loss of control messages. The point is, not
only the processing itself takes time, the time it takes also varies.
This creates another problem in upward bit-rate adjustments as
delay or even transmission losses may occur if an adjustment
cannot be completed in time. Conceivably, one can issue the upward adjustments well ahead of time to prevent delay/loss, but
estimating the correct lead-time is by no means trivial.
Motivated by the previous two problems, we investigate in
this study a new scheduler for transmitting VBR videos that
can provide deterministic performance guarantee even in a
mixed-traffic network and is immune to the random delays in
processing network resource reservation requests. The principle of the scheduler, called the monotonic decreasing rate
(MDR) scheduler, is to eliminate upward bit-rate adjustments
altogether. That is, the transmission schedule is composed of
a series of segments, of which each segment is assigned a bit
rate strictly lower than the previous segment. Now, without the
need for upward bit-rate adjustment, resource reservations are
guaranteed to be successful. Moreover, the timing of the bit-rate
adjustments is no longer critical as video data transmission
will not be affected by a later-than-expected downward bit-rate
adjustment.
Intuitively, one will expect the MDR scheduler to require
more client buffers as video data are transmitted more aggressively than other smoothing algorithms. Using real-world VBR
video bit-rate traces, we quantify the tradeoff and show that,
for some video streams, the buffer requirement is indeed increased when compared to smoothing algorithms. To tackle this
problem, we propose an aggregated monotonic decreasing rate
(AMDR) scheduler to enable one to control the buffer requirement to the same level as smoothing algorithms. Surprisingly,
simulation results show that the AMDR scheduler can achieve
performance comparable to existing smoothing algorithms even
when equipped with the same buffer requirement. Thus, using
the AMDR scheduler, one can provide performance guarantee
in streaming VBR videos over mixed-traffic networks with no
tradeoff in terms of admission complexity, network utilization,
client waiting time, and client buffer requirement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces video bit-rate smoothing algorithms and reviews some
previous works. Section III presents the MDR scheduler and analyzes its properties. Section IV evaluates performance of the
MDR scheduler and compares it to optimal smoothing. Section V presents the AMDR scheduler and compares its performance with optimal smoothing. Section VI concludes the study.

II. VIDEO BIT-RATE SMOOTHING
In this section, we review some existing video bit-rate
smoothing algorithms and define some notations that are used
in the rest of the paper. Video bit-rate smoothing is a technique
to reduce bit-rate variations in the retrieval and transmission of VBR encoded videos. The principle of smoothing is
work-ahead, i.e., by transmitting data at a bit rate higher than
the playback bit rate during periods of lower playback rates.
Excess video data are then buffered at the client side so that
the transmission bit rate can be reduced during periods of
high playback rates by consuming video data from the buffer
for playback. Note that smoothing not only reduces bit-rate
variations, but also reduces the peak data rate as well.
be the cumulative data consumption function for a
Let
video (see Fig. 1), defined as the amount of data that needs to
be accumulated at the client for playback seconds after playbe the transmission schedule for the video,
back starts. Let
defined as the amount of data transmitted to the client seconds
after playback starts. Ignoring network delay, processing delay,
and interactive playback controls, it is clear that a feasible transfor all so that
mission schedule must not be lower than
the client will not run out of video data during playback:
(1)
On the other hand, if the client buffer size is limited to, say,
bytes, then the transmission schedule cannot be too aggressive
either or else client buffer overflow will occur. This buffer con, defined as
straint can be represented by a function
(2)
and thus, to prevent buffer overflow, we must ensure that
(3)
and
define the feasible reTogether, the two curves
gion for all feasible transmission schedules
(4)
Clearly, there are an infinite number of feasible transmission
schedules than can fit within the feasible region. Thus, one can
pick a transmission schedule to optimize various measures of
the system’s performance. For example, McManus and Ross [2]
suggested dividing the entire video stream into fixed size intervals and then transmitting each interval with a constant bit rate to
enable control of the rate adjustment frequencies. Feng et al. investigated smoothing algorithms to minimize the number of rate
increases [3] and to minimize the number of rate changes [4]. In
another two studies by Feng [5], [6], he observed that, in some
cases, an algorithm targeted at minimizing a certain parameter
might make too aggressive prefetches or allow too large buffer
residency times, so he proposed a rate-constrained smoothing
algorithm [5] and a time-constrained smoothing algorithm [6]
to solve these problems. Chang et al. suggested that transmitting at a constant rate yields lower overhead and complexity.
Therefore, they proposed a smoothing algorithm that switches a
single constant transmission rate on and off to adapt to the video
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bit rates [7]. Salehi et al. investigated the optimal smoothing algorithm [8] that produces smoothing schedules with minimum
peak rates and rate variations.
Besides smoothing algorithms based on finding a path inside
the feasible region, there are also other related studies in this
area. For example, Zhang [9] proposed smoothing using buffers
located in multiple intermediate nodes in the network. Zhao
and Tripathi [11] proposed an algorithm to multiplex smoothed
VBR streams to further reduce bit-rate variations. Liu et al.
[12] observed that scene changes in a video usually correlates
with bit-rate variations and thus proposed an algorithm to detect
scene changes to allocate a constant bit rate for each scene. For
real-time videos, Rexford et al. [13] proposed an online, lossless
smoothing algorithm that works with a sliding window. Liew
and Tse [14] proposed using client buffer occupancy to control
encoding parameters for smoother encoder output. In another
study, Duffield et al. [15] used network status feedback to control the encoding parameters.

Fig. 2.
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Monotonic decreasing rate schedule generated by the MDR scheduler.

To compute the schedule, we begin from the origin as depicted in Fig. 2 and assign the first segment with the highest
transmission rate, i.e.,
(5)

III. MDR SCHEDULER
As discussed in Section I, the fundamental limitation of existing smoothing algorithms is the need for upward rate adjustments, of which correct operation depends on the successful and
timely completion of network resource reservations. To remove
this limitation, we propose using only downward rate adjustments in the transmission schedule. In other words, the initial
transmission rate will be the highest, with each subsequent rate
lower than the previous one. We call this algorithm monotonic
decreasing rate (MDR) scheduler for obvious reasons.
In this study, we focus on prerecorded videos. The MDR
schedule for a video is computed offline and is stored with the
video for use during video streaming. We present an algorithm
to compute the MDR schedule in the next section and derive
several properties of the algorithm in Sections III-B–III-D.

and mark the time, denoted by , at which the rate is maxithen represents the first segment of
mized. The tuple
the MDR transmission schedule. Next, we repeat this process
as the starting point to obtain
, and so on. In
with
general, the transmission rate for the next segment can be computed from
(6)
until it reaches the end of the video. It can be shown (see Appendix A) that the above procedure guarantees that the generated transmission schedules are monotonic decreasing. The
transmission schedule is then defined from the resultant ratetime tuples
as follows:

A. Computing the MDR Schedules
Compared to existing smoothing algorithms, the MDR property introduces an additional constraint—only downward rate
adjustments can be used. Note that, although this reduces the set
of possible schedules within the feasible region, it still does not
uniquely determine the transmission schedule for a given video.
In fact, there are still an infinite number of possible MDR schedules within the feasible region.
To select an MDR schedule, we need to consider the resultant resource requirements. The choice of the MDR schedule
can affect the peak transmission rate and the client buffer requirement, both of which should be minimized. Interestingly,
it turns out that we can always compute an MDR schedule that
has minimum peak rate and minimum client buffer requirement,
among all possible MDR schedules.
We define an MDR transmission schedule with the set of ratetime tuples:
, where and are the
transmission rate and commencing time for the th segment in
the transmission schedule, as depicted in Fig. 2, and is the
total number of segments in the MDR transmission schedule.
For a MDR transmission schedule, the rates will be monotonic
, for all , , where
.
decreasing, i.e.,

where

for

(7)
The rate-time tuples are then stored together with the video
data. The video server will simply schedule the transmission
of the video according to this MDR transmission schedule. Its
monotonicity property ensures that, once a stream is admitted,
there will always be sufficient system bandwidth for the whole
duration of the video stream, even if there are other random
traffic such as web or file transfer in the system.
This MDR scheduler has several additional desirable properties, namely modest admission complexity, minimum peak rate,
and minimum client buffer requirement, that are discussed in
the following sections.
B. Admission Complexity
We first consider admission complexity, defined as the
number of computations needed to determine if a new video
stream can be admitted to a system with finite bandwidth. For
existing smoothing algorithms with transmission schedules
consisting of both upward and downward rate adjustments, it
is necessary to check the system’s bandwidth availability to
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determine if admitting the new stream will exceed the system
capacity.
be the system
Let be the total system capacity and
utilization at time . Suppose that the new stream request arrives
at time ; then the system can admit the new stream if and
only if there is sufficient system capacity available for the entire
duration of the new video stream, i.e.,
for all from

to

(8)

In practice, we do not compute (8) in the continuous time
domain as I/O schedules are likely to be organized into service
rounds (e.g., disk retrieval rounds). Let be the round length.
rounds.
Then, for a video of length , there will be
For clarity, we refer to the system scheduler’s cycles as rounds,
counting from zero from the startup of the system, and refer to a
video title’s data unit to be retrieved and transmitted in a round
as a block, counting from zero from the beginning of the video.
(
) be the system’s utilization in round ,
Let
) be the transmission rate of block
and (
of the video, which can be computed from the transmission
. Then, for a new client arriving at round , the
schedule
admission process will require additions to compute the new
aggregate bandwidth utilization for round to round
(9)
and comparisons to determine if the network capacity is exceeded in any of those rounds. The admission complexity is
for a successful admission.
then of order
For an unsuccessful admission, the complexity will be lower
as the admission test in (9) can be stopped once the system utilization is exceeded in any of the rounds. In this case, the
client will have to wait until the next round to repeat the admission test. This process repeats until either the client is admitted
or the client leaves the system due to excessive wait. Therefore,
the admission complexity is further multiplied by the waiting
time.
By contrast, the MDR scheduler requires a very simple admission test with only one single computation. As MDR schedules are all monotonic decreasing, this implies that the available
system bandwidth utilization is a nonincreasing series. It follows that, if the first transmission rate can be accommodated,
i.e.,

has to wait and perform multiple rounds of admission tests.
This is because the admission test can be completed using (10)
without computing (9) under the MDR scheduler. This leads to
significantly lower complexity in the admission process.
C. Peak Transmission Rate
The first rate in a MDR schedule is the peak transmission
,
rate. Compared to the video’s data consumption function
this peak rate is bounded from the above by the consumption
function’s peak rate
(12)
The equality will only occur when the peak rate of the cumulative data consumption function appears right at the origin. In
this case, any feasible transmission schedule with zero startup
delay will have a startup rate larger than or equal to the startup
rate of the cumulative data consumption function. This is stated
in Theorem 1 below.
Theorem 1: The MDR scheduler generates schedules with
the minimum peak rate among all feasible schedules with zero
startup delay.
Proof: The peak rate of an MDR schedule is the first rate
, so it is sufficient to prove that
has the smallest slope
among all feasible schedules for in
. We prove
be a feasible schedule with zero
this by contradiction. Let
startup delay
(13)
and has bit rate no larger than the MDR schedule
the first bit-rate reduction point , i.e.,
for

for

(15)

Integrating (14) on both sides with respect to yields
(16)
and we obtain

(17)

is nonincreasing
(10)

(14)

is a straight line in the range
, equality in (14)
As
holds only if
is equivalent to
. As we assumed they
are different, that implies

(10)
then the rest of the schedule is guaranteed to not exceed the
system capacity as well:

before

is nonincreasing
(11)

If the admission is successful, then the system utilization ’s
will be updated according to (9). Otherwise, the admission test
will be repeated in the next round. There is one key difference
compared to general smoothing algorithms: the system utilization update needs to be performed once only, even if the client

which implies that there will be a buffer underflow at the point
. This contradicts our assumption that
is a feasible
schedule and thus the result follows.
D. Client Buffer Requirement
Similar to video smoothing, the MDR scheduler also requires
the client to buffer video data ahead of their playback schedule.
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Given an MDR schedule
, the buffer requirement is the
and
maximum difference between the transmission curve
the data consumption curve
(18)
As discussed in Section III-A, there are infinitely many feasible transmission schedules that are also monotonic decreasing.
The one defined in Section III-A, however, has the minimum
client buffer requirement as stated in Theorem 2 below.
Theorem 2: The MDR scheduler generates schedules with
the minimum buffer requirement among all feasible monotonic
decreasing rate schedules.
be a feaProof: We will prove by contradiction. Let
sible monotonic decreasing rate schedule, i.e.,
(19)
has a lower buffer requirement than the MDR
Assume that
, then
transmission schedule
such that

(20)

must coincide with
We know that
duction points, i.e.,

at the bit-rate re-

for

(21)

where is the number of bit-rate reduction points. Now
cannot be lower than
at the bit-rate reduction points
. This implies that the in (20) cannot be the
bit-rate reduction points
for

(22)

is constructed with straight lines connecting
However, as
cannot be lower than
in
the bit-rate reduction points,
between two consecutive bit-rate reduction points either
for

(23)

will be convex in the range
, which
Otherwise,
has monotonic decontradicts with the assumption that
creasing rates. From (21) and (22), we conclude that does not
exist and the result follows.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate performance of the MDR scheduler and compare
it to optimal smoothing [1] in this section. To obtain realistic
performance results, we collected the video bit-rate traces of 274
different videos from DVD movies for simulation. These are
full-length (average 5781 s long and 4348 MB in size), MPEG-2
encoded videos with an average bit rate of 6.02 Mb/s. The bit
rate varies from below 0.5 to over 18 Mb/s. Long-range (minutes
to tens of minutes) bit-rate variations are common in these realworld MPEG-2 encoded videos.
We implemented the MDR scheduler presented in Section III-A in software and use it to compute the transmission
schedule for the videos. We also implemented the optimal
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smoothing algorithm [1] for comparison purposes. The generated transmission schedules are then fed into a simulator
developed using CNCL [16] to obtain simulation results.
The simulation model consists of a system with clients connecting through a 1-Gb/s backbone network to a server storing
the 274 VBR videos. We assume that the backbone network is
the bottleneck of the system. For simplicity, we ignore delay
and loss in the network. New stream requests are generated
according to a Poisson process with various mean interarrival
times to simulate different system utilization. A new stream request randomly selects a video from the 274-video collection
with uniform probability. Note that we adopt the uniform popularity instead of the Zipf popularity model [17], because the
video titles have varying bandwidth requirements and lengths.
Consequently, using the Zipf popularity will result in large variations in the simulation results, depending on which of the video
titles happened to be picked as the hot titles. To obtain more consistent results for comparison, we therefore adopt the uniform
popularity model.
To admit a new stream, network resource reservations are performed according to the generated transmission schedules on
a per-stream basis. The admission test for schedules generated
by optimal smoothing is performed with a round length of one
second (see Section III-B). Each simulation run simulates a duration of 3000 days. We summarize the results in the following
sections.
A. Admission Complexity
Table I compares the admission complexity of optimal
smoothing and the MDR scheduler. The simulation results are
obtained from counting the average number of computations
required to admit a new client. We separate the computations
incurred in unsuccessful and successful admissions. For unsuccessful admissions, the computation complexity is comparable
for the MDR scheduler and the optimal smoothing scheduler. By contrast, the MDR scheduler requires significantly
fewer computations than the optimal smoothing scheduler for
successful admissions, which dominates the total admission
complexity.
B. Waiting Time Versus System Utilization
To evaluate the bandwidth efficiency of the MDR scheduler,
we collected the mean and worst-case client waiting times for
both schedulers and plot the results in Fig. 3 for three system
bandwidth settings. The results show that the MDR scheduler
achieves performance similar to optimal smoothing for all three
system bandwidth settings and across system utilization from
10% to 90%. This suggests that the MDR scheduler can guarantee VBR video delivery in mixed-traffic networks with negligible tradeoff in latency—the key performance metric experienced by the end users.
C. Client Buffer Requirement
Although Theorem 2 shows that the generated MDR schedule
always has the minimum buffer requirement among all monotonic decreasing rate schedules, the actual buffer requirement
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF ADMISSION COMPLEXITY BETWEEN THE OPTIMAL SMOOTHING AND THE MDR SCHEDULERS

(a)
Fig. 4. Distribution of client buffer requirement for MDR transmission
schedules.

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Comparison of mean waiting time versus system utilization for the
optimal smoothing and the MDR schedulers (system bandwidth is equal to U ).
(b) Comparison of worst-case waiting time versus system utilization for the
optimal smoothing and the MDR schedulers (system bandwidth is equal to U ).

still depends on
or the bit-rate profile of the video. Fig. 4
shows the distribution of client buffer requirements for the 274
videos tested. The average amount of client buffer required is
76.4 MB. Out of the 274 tested videos, 78% require no more
than 100 MB of client buffer and 92% require no more than
140 MB of client buffer. The worst-case client buffer requirement is 394.5 MB. This result is strikingly close to the 20/80

rule, also known as the Pareto’s principle—78% of videos require no more than 20% (100 MB/394.5 MB) of client buffer.
With the trend toward integrating multiple information and
entertainment services ranging from the Web and network
gaming to a digital video recorder into a home entertainment
center device, the added buffer requirement can easily be accommodated. Nevertheless, the 20/80 observation does suggest
that the client buffer utilization will be low most of the time.
We investigate in the next section an alternative solution that
provides better control of the buffer requirement.
V. AGGREGATED MONOTONIC DECREASING RATE SCHEDULER
Results from the previous section show that the MDR scheduler can achieve performance comparable to optimal smoothing
and yet can provide guaranteed video delivery in a mixed-traffic
network. The tradeoff, as Section IV-C reveals, is the increased
client buffer requirement, which in a few rare cases reaches
close to 400 MB. While even this amount of client buffer can
easily be accommodated in future home entertainment centers
with a built-in hard disk, there are still two inefficiencies.
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Fig. 5.
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Preserving the monotonicity property by overallocating bandwidth.

First, our results show that 78% of the video titles in our
collection of 274 full-length video titles require no more than
20% of the worst-case buffer requirement. This suggests that the
client buffer utilization will be low most of the time and most of
the reserved buffer space will be unused.
Second, although video titles with exceedingly large client
buffer requirements are rare, the MDR scheduler cannot prevent
such cases as the buffer requirement depends on the individual
video’s bit-rate profile. In other words, the worst-case buffer
requirement is, in theory, unbounded.
To tackle these two deficiencies, we introduce in this section an aggregated monotonic decreasing rate (AMDR) scheduler that applies the MDR principle to aggregated network flows
so that relaxed transmission schedules can be used to accommodate those rare video titles that otherwise require very large
buffer requirements.
A. Bandwidth Reservation
The large buffer requirement in those rare videos is a result
of the MDR scheduler’s monotonicity property. However, as we
prove in Section III-D, the MDR scheduler already achieves the
minimum buffer requirement among all monotonic decreasing
rate schedules, implying that the only way to reduce the buffer
requirement is to relax the monotonicity requirement.
Under the AMDR scheduler, the client buffer requirement,
say , is specified by the service provider as a design parameter. For videos with buffer requirements smaller than or equal
to , they are delivered using the original MDR schedules. By
contrast, for videos that have buffer requirements larger than
, they are delivered using buffer-constrained schedules generated using temporal smoothing algorithms such as optimal
smoothing.
Now, obviously temporal smoothing in general does not guarantee monotonicity and this implies that we can no longer guarantee video delivery for these videos in a mixed-traffic network.
To tackle this problem, we can overallocate bandwidth for these
video streams such that the reserved bandwidth allocations are

kept monotonic decreasing. For example, consider the transmisgenerated by a temsion schedule
poral smoothing algorithm with buffer constraint . For the rare
for
. We can
videos, there exists , , such that
maintain the monotonicity property by applying the following
procedure to the transmission schedule:
if
otherwise

(24)

to obtain the bandwidth reservation schedule
, as shown in Fig. 5. Note that the transmission
schedule is not changed, only the bandwidth reservations are
modified to maintain the monotonicity property, albeit at the
expense of some unused network bandwidth.
To reduce the inefficiency due to bandwidth overallocation,
we observe that a video server often serves many video streams
simultaneously. The data for these video streams typically go
through the same backbone network before reaching the access networks. For a network link carrying more than one video
stream, if we can ensure that the aggregate traffic conforms to
the monotonicity property, the delivery of the individual streams
is also guaranteed, even with mixed network traffics. In this
case, we are applying the MDR principle to the aggregate traffic
flow instead of individual video streams.
When a video stream with transmission schedule generated
by the MDR scheduler is admitted to the system, say at round
, we simply add the transmission schedule to the aggregate
bandwidth utilization to obtain the new system utilization
(25)
The bandwidth reservation schedule will then be set equal to the
.
system utilization, i.e.,
On the other hand, when a video stream with transmission
schedule generated by the optimal smoothing algorithm is admitted to the system at round , we will need to perform an additional step to maintain monotonicity for the aggregated bandwidth reservations. We first compute the system utilization using
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Fig. 6. Preserving the monotonicity property in the AMDR scheduler.

(25). Then we apply a procedure similar to (24) to compute an
MDR bandwidth reservation schedule by overallocations

and then applying (28) reStarting with
cursively, we can show that, if a new stream’s transmission
schedule satisfies (27), the whole transmission schedule can be
added to the bandwidth reservation schedule without exceeding
the system capacity.
) additions and
The admission test therefore requires (
(
) additions and comcomparisons, instead of the
parisons in the original temporal smoothing case. Once the admission test is successful, then the new stream’s transmission
schedule will be added to the aggregate system utilization using
(25), and then the system can compute the new bandwidth reservation schedule according to (26).
) of the video
Assume that a proportion of (
collection can be admitted using MDR schedules under a given
client buffer size constraint. Then, for successful admissions,
the admission complexity is equal to
comparisons and
additions. For unsuccessful admissions,
again the complexity will be lower as the admission test is
stopped as soon as the system utilization is exceeded in a time
slot.
C. Performance Evaluation

if
otherwise
(26)
as shown in Fig. 6. Again, the bandwidth overallocations only
affect the amount of network resources reserved. The individual
video stream’s transmission schedule is not affected.
B. Admission Complexity
The admission complexity of the AMDR scheduler depends
on whether the requested video is delivered using an MDR
transmission schedule or an Optimal Smoothing transmission
schedule. For the MDR case, the admission complexity is the
same as in the original MDR scheduler, i.e., one computation
computations for updating the
for the admission test and
system utilization series.
For the optimal smoothing case, the admission complexity
is higher than the MDR case but, interestingly, lower than the
original optimal smoothing case. This is because, in the AMDR
scheduler, the bit rates in the bandwidth reservation schedule
are nonincreasing. This enables the system to perform the
admission test by checking only the initial rate and the rateincreasing rounds.
Again assuming that the client arrives at time slot , with a
, we define a round in the transmistransmission schedule
. Let there be
sion schedule as rate increasing if
such rate-increasing rounds, with the round number denoted by
,
. To simplify notations, we also define
to represent the initial round. With these notations, we can then
define the admission test as
for

(27)

The monotonicity property of the bandwidth reservation
schedule implies that
(28)

We evaluate the AMDR scheduler’s performance in this section using simulation. The simulation setup is identical to the
one in Section IV except for two differences: 1) the MDR scheduler is replaced by the AMDR scheduler and 2) the client buffer
size is fixed.
Table II shows the admission complexity for the AMDR
scheduler and the optimal smoothing scheduler. Comparing the
results with those in Table I, we observe that the AMDR scheduler requires more computations than the MDR scheduler. This
is because we have set a client buffer size constraint of 32 M for
the AMDR scheduler, and, consequently, a proportion of the
videos are scheduled using the optimal smoothing scheduler,
which requires more admission computations. Nevertheless,
the resultant admission complexity is still less than the optimal
smoothing scheduler for both successful and unsuccessful
admissions.
Next we investigate the impact on the client waiting time.
Fig. 7 plots the mean and worst-case client waiting times versus
client buffer size for a system utilization of 90%. We also
simulated lower system utilization settings of 60%–80%, but
both schedulers perform nearly identically and so the results
are not shown here. From Fig. 7, we observe that, with smaller
buffer sizes, both AMDR and optimal smoothing achieve
similar waiting times. At larger buffer sizes, AMDR slightly
outperforms optimal smoothing and ultimately converges to the
MDR curve that has no buffer size constraint. The performance
difference between AMDR and optimal smoothing is due to the
fact that MDR schedules are more aggressive at the beginning
of the video stream, where the transmission bit rate is highest.
This results in more work-ahead as compared to optimal
smoothing, and thus the MDR scheduler is able to utilize any
unused bandwidth to reduce the bit-rate requirements down the
road.
As the AMDR scheduler overallocates bandwidth to maintain
a MDR schedule, it may become less efficient when the system
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF ADMISSION COMPLEXITY BETWEEN THE OPTIMAL SMOOTHING AND THE AMDR SCHEDULERS (CLIENT BUFFER SIZE FIXED AT 32 MB)

(a)
(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. (a) Mean client waiting time versus client buffer size. (b) Worst-case
client waiting time versus client buffer size. (Note that the MDR scheduler does
not have a buffer constraint).

capacity is small. To investigate this issue, we repeat the simulations for a range of system capacity from 100 Mb/s to 1 Gb/s
and plot the mean and worst-case waiting times in Fig. 8. Comparing different schedulers, we observe that AMDR and optimal
smoothing have nearly identical performance while the MDR
scheduler consistently achieves lower waiting time. This is expected, as the MDR scheduler is not subject to buffer size constraint, which in this case equals 32 MB. Comparing the waiting

(b)
Fig. 8. (a) Mean client waiting time versus system capacity. (b) Worst-case
client waiting time versus system capacity.

time against the system bandwidth, we can see that the waiting
time increases significantly at lower system bandwidth settings.
Nevertheless, the differences between the AMDR scheduler and
the optimal smoothing scheduler are negligible even for extremely small system bandwidth (e.g., 100 Mb/s). This shows
that the overhead incurred in maintaining an MDR schedule in
the AMDR scheduler is negligible.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Then we factorize (A5) to get

By scheduling the transmission of video data in a monotonicdecreasing manner, we are able to deliver VBR videos in a
mixed-traffic network with a deterministic performance guarantee. This enables the service provider to exploit the available
bandwidth to support other nondelay-sensitive data services and
thus improve network utilization. Through extensive simulations using 274 real-world VBR video bit-rate traces, the MDR
is shown to achieve good performance in terms of waiting time
under the same network utilization, comparable to that of optimal smoothing, while still being able to guarantee video delivery. For applications that require a bounded client buffer requirement, the proposed AMDR scheduler can be applied, and
results show that the performance is nearly identical to optimal
smoothing even for a buffer size as small as 32 MB. Thus, using
the AMDR scheduler, one can provide performance guarantee
in streaming VBR videos over mixed-traffic networks with no
tradeoff in terms of admission complexity, network utilization,
client waiting time, and client buffer requirement.
APPENDIX
PROOF OF MDR SCHEDULER’S MONOTONICITY PROPERTY
Theorem 3: Transmission schedules generated by the MDR
scheduler are guaranteed to comprise monotonic decreasing
rates.
Proof: We prove the theorem by contradiction. Let and
be the transmission rate of the th and
th segments
of a feasible schedule
generated by the MDR scheduler.
Graphically, let be the slope of the line connecting
and
, where
and
are the
th and
th
rate reduction points.
, i.e., the rates allocated are not monoAssume that
tonic decreasing. Then we have
(A1)
or

(A2)
We expand (A2) to obtain

(A3)
We cancel the
we obtain

term on both sides and, after rearranging,

(A4)
Adding

to both sides, we obtain

(A5)

(A6)
which is equivalent to
(A7)
Since the transmission schedule coincides with the data consumption curve at bit-rate reduction points, i.e.,
for all , we have
(A8)
Now according to the MDR scheduler [see (6)], we have
(A9)
From (A8), we must have

equal to
(A10)

which violates the definition of . This contradicts with the asis generated by the MDR schedsumption that the schedule
uler and therefore the schedule with increasing rates cannot be
generated by the MDR scheduler, and the result follows.
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